PRESS RELEASE
March 7, 2016, Rochester, New York.
Hover-Davis appoints EMEA Electro Solutions as its distributor in Spain and Portugal.
Hover-Davis, a global leader in the design and manufacture of electronic component and media
delivery solutions, announces the appointment of EMEA Electro Solutions as its distributor in the
Spanish and Portuguese markets.
“EMEA Electro Solutions CEO, José Luis Pardo and his dedicated team have a long history of
outstanding sales and support of electronics assembly equipment and peripherals in the Iberian
region”, states Chris Fletcher, Hover-Davis Business Manager. “With offices in Spain and Portugal,
Jose’s dedicated team is extremely well positioned to cultivate existing Hover-Davis customer
relationships with our well-known and highly regarded SSF Series SIPLACE replacement feeders
and AXIUM Series label and media presenters. EMEA Electro Solutions is also the perfect partner
to help us grow awareness and market share of our successful MP Series feeders for the Panasonic
CM & NPM machines, and leverage our new SA Series Automation feeders for custom machine
applications with full design integration support”, continues Chris Fletcher.
José Luis Pardo, states: “Our experienced team of industry professionals is dedicated to providing
the best solutions and the highest level of service and support to our customers. The legendary
Hover-Davis feeder brand is perfectly aligned with our portfolio and expertise, and enables us to
expand our focus into custom automation markets with proven feeder solutions for easy, drop-in
integration. We are very excited to represent Hover-Davis in the Iberian market.”
About Hover-Davis:
With two decades of technology development, engineering and manufacturing experience, HoverDavis provides ultra-reliable and serviceable component, label and semiconductor feeders for
custom automation and most major SMT platforms, including those from Universal Instruments®,
Fuji®, Panasonic®, SIPLACE®, JUKI®, MYDATA®, YAMAHA®, SamsungTM, Europlacer and
Assembléon®. Located in Rochester, New York, Hover-Davis was founded in 1989.
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